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Abstract

The interactions of ions with a model peptide (a single melittin α-helix) in
solutions of tetrapropylammonium sulfate or guanidinium chloride were examined by
molecular dynamics simulations.

The tetrapropylammonium cation shares the

geometrical property of essentially flat faces with the previously examined guanidinium
cation, and it was found that that this geometry leads to a strong preference for
tetrapropylammonium to interact in a similar stacking type fashion with flat non-polar
groups such as the indole side chain of tryptophan. In contrast to guanidinium, however,
tetrapropylammonium does not exhibit strong ion pairing or clustering with sulfate
counterions in the solution. Sulfate was found to interact almost exclusively and strongly
with the cationic groups of the peptide, such that already in a 0.1m solution of
tetrapropylammonium sulfate the 6+ charge of the peptide is effectively locally
neutralized. In combination with previous simulations, neutron scattering, and
biochemical experiments on the conformational stability of model peptides, the present
results suggest that the Hofmeister series may be explained in higher detail by splitting
ions according to the effect they have on hydrogen bonding, salt bridges, and
hydrophobic interactions in the protein and how these effects are altered by the counterion.
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Introduction
Over 100 years ago Hofmeister empirically ordered a series of cations and anions
according to their ability to salt proteins out of a solution .1 Essentially the same rankings
in reverse order was subsequently found to affect the stability of protein conformations
toward denaturation (Gdm+~TPA+>K+~NH4+> Na+>Li+ for the cations and I->Cl->SO42for the anions). In recent years the origin of this series has been the subject of renewed
interest.2-6 Indeed, the level of biochemical knowledge has advanced to the point where
the ambiguity about interactions of ions with proteins and the effects thereof represent a
potential barrier to obtaining a higher understanding of biological systems.7-9 There are
two general schools of thought on the subject. One holds that the origin of the effect lies
within the generalized alteration of the water structure.10-13 The other school contends
that it is the direct interaction of the ions with the protein that is the primary factor in
determining the effect of electrolytes on the protein.7,14-21
The combination of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and experimental
structural techniques has yielded new insight into these interactions in recent years,22 and
has facilitated detailed analysis of complex ions beyond the scope of methodologies
applicable to the study of simple spherical ions. For example, the guanidinium cation
(C(NH2)3+, denoted as Gdm+), which is also incorporated within the charged side chain
group of the amino acid arginine (Arg), has been shown to have a peculiar hydration
pattern, with hydrogen bonds to water in the molecular plane, but lacking ordered waters
above the faces of the ion.23 This facilitates face-to-face Gdm+ interactions that resemble
hydrophobic stacking,23-25 and indicates that part of the strong denaturant activity of
Gdm+ is due to Gdm+ pairing with planar non-polar groups in proteins (particularly the
aromatic amino acid side chains).23 Further MD and neutron scattering studies showed
that in aqueous Gdm2SO4 solution at denaturant level concentrations, the hetero-ion
pairing is so strong that essentially all of the ions form clusters, and that this clustering
destroys the Gdm+- Gdm+ stacking.16 The strong ion pairing between Gdm+ and SO42- has
also been demonstrated by measurement of osmotic coefficients,26 and similar ion
clustering has been observed directly by small angle neutron scattering in solutions of
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Gdm2CO3.27 These observations led to the experimentally testable prediction that the
difference in the potency of the powerful denaturant GdmCl and the weak denaturant
Gdm2SO4 was primarily due to the differing level of ion pairing in these two electrolytes,
and not due to the additive effect of the water structuring by the kosmotrope SO42- and
the destructuring by the chaotrope Gdm+. This prediction was found to be consistent with
experimental observations of small tryptophan-zipper (trpzip) peptides stabilized largely
by indole-indole interactions.15 It was found that trpzip peptides are strongly destabilized
by GdmCl, while Na2SO4 had no effect on conformational stability. The absence of trpzip
peptide denaturant activity in Gdm2SO4 indicates that SO42- is effective in “reversing” the
strong denaturant activity of Gdm+ without itself being a stabilizer of trpzip peptides,
entirely consistent with expectations from the ion pairing scenario.15 These results tie in
with previous MD and neutron scattering studies on the ion-ion structure in electrolytes
such as Gdm2SO4, Gdm2CO3, GdmSCN, and GdmCl,16,23,27 and indicate that Gdm+-SO42hetero-ion pairing in solution can be strong enough to attenuate specific Gdm+- protein
interactions that contribute to denaturation. Recent MD simulations of a single α-helix of
the peptide melittin in GdmCl solution demonstrated that the Gdm+ ion indeed interacts
in a face-on fashion with the specific groups of the peptide (especially the planar
aromatic π - bonded systems of the tryptophan and arginine side chains, but also more
diffusely with exposed non-polar surfaces).16,23 The resulting weak accumulation of
Gdm+ at the polypeptide surface is consistent with experimental characterization of the
enhanced local concentration of Gdm+ at the surface of folded proteins.28
The present study uses MD simulations of ion-protein interactions in aqueous
sulfate solutions of a very different complex cation, tetrapropylammonium (TPA+), to
further examine ionic association and its role in the Hofmeister series. TPA+ has a
roughly tetrahedral shape (Figure 1) and a very low charge density since the formal
positive charge is spread over many atoms. The sides of this tetrahedron, at a broad-brush
level, resemble a flat face, a geometric feature that TPA+ shares with the Gdm+ ion
(Figure 1). Salts containing tetraalkylammonium cations are widely used in host guest
chemistry,29-31 as surfactants,32,33 phase transfer catalysts,34,35 ionic liquids,36-38 etc. The
quaternary ammonium salt choline is found in several biochemical contexts, playing a
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central role in some methyl group transfer reactions,39 as a component of the
neurotransmitter acetylcholine40,41 and the zwitterionic headgroups of phosphocholine
lipids.42 Quaternary ammonium salts are useful in the study of aqueous electrolytes, since
they can be highly symmetric, are available in a range of sizes, and are generally very
soluble. These features allow experimental insight into the physical properties of such
solutions both at the microscopic43-46 and macroscopic level.47-52 Here, the interaction of
tetrapropylammonium sulfate (TPA2SO4) with the melittin α-helix was investigated. The
ion-ion and ion-peptide interactions were examined and compared with other electrolytes,
in particular with those containing Gdm+.

Figure 1. Left, the geometry of the TPA+, highlighting its tetrahedral shape and
quasi-flat faces. Note that the TPA+ ion is considerably larger and has larger flat faces
than the Gdm+ ion (right), which is also shown for comparison. Graphics produced by
VMD56 (University of Illinois) and POV (freeware ray-tracer).
The 26 amino acid, α-helical (with a slight bend at Pro14) peptide melittin57 was
chosen as the model system for this study. Melittin is a highly positively-charged (6+),
membrane-active peptide found in bee venom. Four individual melittin chains bind
together non-covalently into a tetramer when in the “native” α-helical conformation, but
5

as monomers they exist as random coils.58 The α-helical monomer peptide has a useful
mix of amino acid side chains, including a significant number of surface non-polar
residues not represented in folded polypeptides,14 which mediate the helix associations in
the tetramer. For this reason, a single α-helical monomer was selected to study the
interactions with TPA ions, even though it is not a probable conformation in solution. In
addition, melittin was the peptide previously selected for the study of guanidinium ions
with peptide side chains, and thus facilitates comparison.14

Computational Details
A single melittin chain taken from the Protein Data Bank structure (2MLT) was
protonated consistent with a pH 7 (methyl amide C-terminus; protonated N-terminus, +6
overall charge: Nter, K7, K21, R22, K23, R24). It was then introduced into a 3D periodic
simulation cell with approximate dimensions of 75x75x75 Å3, together with 40 TPA+ and
23 SO42- ions (the excess of 3 sulfates serving as a charge compensation for the total 6+
charge of the peptide), and 10304 SPC/E type water molecules. As a result, a mixture
with an approximate TPA2SO4 concentration of 0.1m was created. The concentration of
TPA2SO4 in this study was chosen to reflect biological concentrations. As will be shown
below, the behavior of this solute presents a contrast in both ion-ion and ion-protein
interactions to that of the previously examined GdmCl solutions at denaturant
concentrations. Since it was previously observed that concentration does not have a large
effect on the form of ion-ion interactions,16 the different concentrations of this study are
not a significant problem in determining the general qualitative factors that determine
ion-ion and ion-protein interactions.
The simulation protocol was kept consistent with previous studies.7,21 After initial
energy minimization (which removed potential close contacts introduced during the
construction of the simulation cell) with total volume and peptide geometry constrained,
a 20 ps constant volume heating phase and a 20 ps constant pressure pre-equilibration
followed. Then, after a 0.5 ns equilibration period, the dynamics of the system was
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monitored for an additional 10 ns. For comparison, a simulation without the peptide was
also performed for 0.5m TPA2SO4 in a periodic box of approximately 39x39x39 Å3
containing 1660 SPC/E water molecules, 30 TPA+, and 15 SO42- ions. The molecular
dynamics program package AMBER (version 8) was used for all the calculations,
employing the parm99 parameter set.53 Interaction parameters for ions were taken as a
non-polarizable force field from our previous studies.45,21
Classical Newton equations of motion were solved numerically with a timestep of
1 fs. A cutoff distance of 12 Å was used for van der Waals and electrostatic interactions.
The long range electrostatic interactions were accounted for using the particle mesh
Ewald scheme.54 The Berendsen temperature (at 300 K) and pressure (at 1 atm) couplings
were used and all bonds involving hydrogen atoms were frozen using the SHAKE
algorithm.55 The resulting trajectories were analyzed in terms of ion-ion radial
distribution functions, distributions of ions in the vicinity of the peptide residues, 3D
density distribution maps, and via a visual inspection using the VMD program.56
Results
Figure 2 displays the radial distribution function characterizing the structure of
the pure TPA2SO4 solution without the peptide as calculated from the MD simulations,
and compares it to the structure of 3 m GdmCl as calculated from a previous study.23 We
show these results before discussing the ion-peptide interactions, since it is instructive to
first compare the behavior of TPA+ vs Gdm+-containing electrolytes. The cation-cation,
cation-anion, and anion-anion radial distribution functions from both simulations are
shown. The Gdm+-Cl- hetero-ion pairing can be seen from the sharp peak at 4 Å in
gCCl(r). The homo-ion pairing in the Gdm+ simulation is seen as a weak peak in gCC(r) at
ca 4 Å. The only Cl-Cl pairing is solvent or cation mediated. In contrast, the ion pairing
behavior in the present TPA2SO4 solution is significantly different. There is no clear
homo-ion pairing of either TPA+ or SO42- and neither is there any direct TPA+-SO42pairing. The behavior of TPA+ thus displays significant differences to that of Gdm+,
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which pairs directly with Cl-, and even more strongly (even at lower concentrations) with
divalent anions such as SO42- or CO32-.16,23,27

Figure 2, left, the ion-ion radial distribution functions (g(r)) for a 3m GdmCl
solution (in each case for the Gdm+ ion the central carbon is taken as the position of the
Gdm+ ion).23 Right, the current simulation of 0.5m TPA2SO4. Bottom: g(r) for the central
N to the N of TPA+. Middle: g(r) for the central S of SO42- to S (black) and g(r) from the
central S to the oxygen of SO42- (grey; the intramolecular S-O correlation have been
removed for clarity). Top: g(r) from S on SO42- to N on TPA+.
The difference in the homo-ion pairing behavior for Gdm+ versus TPA+ can be
explored further by comparison of the three dimensional density maps of these cations.
Figure 3 displays the ordering of TPA+ around TPA+ in TPA2SO4 solution and compares
it to the density of Gdm+ around Gdm+ in GdmCl.23 The density contours in these figures
are presented in a fashion which factors out concentration differences. As can be seen,
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there is virtually no ordering of TPA+ around TPA+, in strong contrast to the significant
guanidinium stacking found in the previous study.23

Figure 3, top, the density of CTPA around TPA+ at (left) 5x and (right) 3x the
average number density of CTPA, bottom, the density of CGdm around Gdm+ at (left) 5x
and (right) 3x the average number density of CGdm.23
The ion-ion radial distribution functions g(r) for the 0.1 molal TPA2SO4 with a
single melittin chain are essentially indistinguishable from those for a pure 0.5 molal
TPA2SO4 with one notable exception: the g(r) for SO42-- SO42- interactions (Figure 4). In
the simulations the only sulfate ions that come close enough to each other to contribute to
the peak in gSS(r) at 6 Å are those interacting directly with the cationic side chains (Arg
or Lys) of the peptide. This can be demonstrated if the sulfates are split into two
populations, those in contact with the peptide (within 4.5 Å of the peptide) and those that
are not. This allows the homo-anion g(r) to be split into three components, SpSp (sulfate
in contact with peptide to sulfate in contact with peptide), SpSf (sulfate in contact with
protein to sulfate ‘free’ in solution) and SfSf (correlations between sulfates not in contact
9

with the protein). As is clear from Figure 4 the SpSp correlation accounts for the majority
of the peak at 6 Å in gSS(r), while the g(r) for SfSf component resembles the SO42- -SO42g(r) for the 0.5 molal TPA2SO4 solution. It is evident from this data that the sulfates, with
the exception of when the interactions are mediated by a cationic peptide group, show no
significant pairing in TPA2SO4 solution, and, furthermore repel each other over long
length scales; there is a depletion of sulfates around sulfate even as far away as 20 Å. In
contrast, in the case of Cl- in the GdmCl solution, there is essentially no homo-ion
correlation beyond 8 Å. The repulsion of the sulfates observed in these simulations is
only turned into an ‘attraction’ when the interaction is mediated by a positively charged
cationic group of the peptide, in analogy to the Gdm+ mediated structure found in
Gdm2SO4 solution.16

Figure 4, shown in black is gSS(r) for SO42- in 0.1m TPA2SO4 solution containing
melittin. Shown in red is the component that is due to SO42- ions within 4.5 Å of any atom
on the peptide (SpSp), shown in purple is the component due to SO42- ions that are not
within 4.5 Å of any atom on the peptide (SfSf), and shown in blue is the contribution to
gSS(r) where one ion is within 4.5 Å of the peptide, and one is not (SpSf). The peak at 6 Å
is mostly due to two sulfates bridged by a cationic Lys or Arg group of the peptide.
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It was also found that the TPA+-peptide interactions are considerably different
from the Gdm+-peptide interactions, which was apparent when comparing the number of
ions in contact with the peptide. The definition used here for an ion-peptide contact was
that a heavy atom of the ion must be within 4.5 Å of a heavy atom of the peptide. This
definition yielded a molecular coordination number for the peptide of 11.8 Gdm+ ions.
(Note that in the previous study the more stringent criterion that the central carbon must
be within 4.5 Å of the peptide was used and gave a value of ca 7.5 Gdm+ ions for the
same data.14) In contrast, the molecular coordination number for TPA+ next to the protein
was calculated in the present study to be about only three.
In the simulation of TPA2SO4 with a melittin chain, it was found by direct
inspection of the trajectory that TPA+ interacts in a face-to-face manner with the indole
sidechain of Trp19 (Figure 6). In the simulation, once a TPA+ diffused to the indole side
chain it had a remarkably long residence time of 1 ns or even longer. Several times
during the contact with Trp the TPA+ ion briefly left (i.e., lost the face-to-face contact),
rotated, and returned, often with a different face of the TPA+ tetrahedron in contact with
the indole. TPA+ also exhibits a similar face-to-face interaction with other non-aromatic
hydrophobic groups at the melittin surface, although these contacts are more transient and
weaker compared to the TPA+-indole interaction.
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Figure 6, The interaction of a flat face of the TPA+ ion with the flat face of the
indole side chain of Trp19.
These results suggest that TPA+ would be particularly good at attenuating
hydrophobic interactions in polypeptides, especially those involving geometrically flat
aromatic groups. In contrast, this cation would be relatively ineffective at competing for
H-bonds that stabilize peptides. For comparison, Gdm+ was found to interact in a rather
generic fashion with hydrophobic groups,14 but it also had a significant propensity to
stack against the guanidine moiety in the sidechain of Arg22 and Arg24 of mellitin. This
behavior is different from that of TPA+, for which in the present simulation no similar
strong interaction was observed between TPA+ and the Arg side chains.
In the simulations the interactions of the sulfate anion with the peptide were very
strong and relatively long-lived (several peptide-SO42- interactions were observed to last
longer than 2 ns). The SO42- ions bound almost exclusively to the cationic residues (Arg
and Lys). This point is highlighted by splitting the molecular coordination number of
sulfate around the peptide into various categories, in particular those within 4.5 Å of a
cationic residue, and those within 4.5 Å of a hydrophobic group. It was found that about
90% of the SO42- ions close to the peptide were in contact with cationic groups. This
illustrates the propensity of sulfate to neutralize the charge on the peptide (as summarized
in Table 1). At 0.1 m the strong binding of sulfate (sulfate coordination number of 4.6
corresponding to charge -9) and the weaker binding of TPA+ (TPA+ coordination number
of 3, corresponding to a charge of +3) effectively neutralized the 6+ charge of the
peptide. This situation can be contrasted to that in 3m GdmCl, where on average there
were about 12 Gdm+ and 9 Cl- ions in contact with the peptide, increasing its effective
charge from +6 to +9.14 It should also be noted that TPA+ is the first counter-ion of SO42that we are aware of which does not display strong hetero-ion pairing, as suggested by
previous calorimetric studies.62 The lack of hetero-ion pairing found here contrasts
significantly with previous observations of solutions of Na2SO4, (NH4)2SO4 and
Gdm2SO4.21,60,61 The practical significance of this is that TPA2SO4 is likely to be
particularly efficient at neutralizing the cationic charge of peptides (with implications for
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salting out). Sulfate in this salt is effectively a ‘lone player’, which does not bring charge
neutralizing cations with it.
Near the end of the simulation, a sulfate ion was observed to ‘snap’ into a very
stable conformation with the frayed C-terminus of the peptide where it remained for
about 2 ns (Figure 7) which evidently stabilized the helix from further uncoiling. It
should be noted that the C-terminus usually has oxygens exposed, while the N-terminus
has NH groups available. It might thus be expected that SO42- would bind at the Nterminus rather than the C-terminus, as also found in the x-ray crystal structure of
melittin. In this x-ray crystal structure it was also observed that the SO42- ion interacts
with Arg24 (albeit on an adjacent melittin strand in the crystal structure). In the present
case the strong SO42- binding happens at the C-terminus due to the partial uncoiling.
While anecdotal in itself this is in a noteworthy observation in that this may present a
mechanism by which SO42- may stabilize an α-helix.
Coordination number
Electrolyte Concentration
TPA2SO4

0.1M

Ion

All

Charged

Hydrophobic

TPA+

3.07

0.86

2.37

SO42-

4.60

4.26

0.66

Gdm

11.88

3.46

6.49

Cl-

8.97

5.73

2.20

+

GdmCl

3M

Table 1, the molecular coordination number of various ions around melittin in 0.1m
TPA2SO4 and 3m GdmCl solution. In the current study the following definition is used. If
any heavy atom of the ion is within 4.5 Å of a heavy atom of the peptide, then it is counted
as being coordinated (note that this is somewhat different from the definition used in
previous studies).14 In each case the molecular coordination number is broken down into
those within 4.5 Å of a charged group (Nter, Lys7, Lys21, Arg22, Lys23, Arg24) or a
hydrophobic group (Ile2, Ala4, Val5, Leu6, Val8, Leu13, Ala15, Leu16, Ile17, Trp19,
Ile20); these groups are not mutually exclusive (e.g. an ion can simultaneously be within
4.5 Å of both a charged and a hydrophobic group). It is also noteworthy that SO42- at
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0.1m has a larger outcome on the effective charge of the peptide than 3m Cl- (i.e., at
about 30x the SO42- concentration).

Figure 7, Strong SO42- binding toward the sidechain of Arg24, the backbone NH groups
of Gln25, Gln26, and the amidated group of the C terminus observed for the last 2 ns of
the TPA2SO4-melittin simulation. This picture suggests that the double H-bond between
the Gdm+ side chain moiety of Arg and the SO42- (similar to those previously seen in
Gdm2SO4 solution)
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and the three backbone NH H-bonds are the primary interactions

that stabilize this sulfate-peptide binding. The strong association of sulfate with both Lys
and Arg

21

, as well as with ammonium ions60,61, has also been observed in previous

simulations.
Discussion
Ion pairing
The present results reinforce the previous earlier finding that internal charge
distribution and ion geometry are significant factors in determining the position of
molecular ions in the Hofmeister series. In previous simulations the Gdm+ ion was found
to display unexpected interactions, including face-to-face homo-ion stacking resembling
hydrophobic pairing.23 Unlike Gdm+, however, TPA+ does not have the ability to form
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strong hydrogen bonds. Even though TPA+ and Gdm+ share the properties of being
cationic molecular ions with flat faces, and are next to each other in the Hofmeister series
as strong denaturants,52 the ion-ion interactions in TPA+ salts are completely different
from those found in Gdm+ salts.
Solutions of Gdm2SO4 show strong hetero-ion pairing leading to nanometer sized
ion clusters,16 while in the present MD simulations of TPA2SO4 no such clusters were
observed. This clustering of guanidinium ions is primarily driven by the ability of the
Gdm+ ion to form strong double hydrogen bonds to the SO42- ion, whereas there is a lack
of a comparably strong interaction between TPA+ and SO42-. Ion pairing and clustering is
a significant factor in the reversal of the denaturant potency of Gdm+ by SO42-,15 so that it
would be expected that there would be no such reversal of the denaturant potency of
TPA+ by SO42-.
Homo-ion pairing, such as that observed for Gdm+ is weak at best due to the
Coulomb repulsion, but it can be suggestive of how such ions can interact with other
moieties. In contrast to the guanidinium case, there is a lack of homo-cation pairing in
TPA+ ions in TPA2SO4 (Figure 2). The TPA+-TPA+ g(r) both with melittin at 0.1m (not
shown) and without at 0.5m (Figure 2)) are similar to those found in Monte Carlo
simulations refined to neutron scattering results on a solution of TPABr at ~1.4m.59
Thus, there are two key differences between the Gdm+ and TPA+ ions. The first is
that Gdm+ (and also the guanidinium moiety in the side chain of arginine) has a higher
charge density and more inhomogeneous charge distribution than TPA+. The second
difference is that the Gdm+ ion possesses hydrogen bonding capacity, while TPA+ does
not. These factors explain why previous MD studies of Gdm2SO4, Na2SO4 and
(NH4)2SO4 have all shown strong ion-ion ordering of SO42- mediated through the
cation.21,60,61 Similar effects have also been found for the CO32- ion (for both Cs+ and
Gdm+),22,27 and it seems reasonable to assume that all divalent oxy-anions with relatively
high charge density cations would display a similar behavior. By contrast, the present
results show that the charge density of TPA+ is so low that it cannot effectively bridge
two sulfates, nor is it capable of bridging two sulfates by a hydrogen bonding.
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Ion-protein interactions and protein stability
The degree to which the ion-ion interactions affect the properties of the electrolyte
with respect to salting in/out or denaturation is rarely considered within Hofmeister
series, where it is assumed that the cations and anions essentially act independently and
additively.63 Yet, ion-ion interactions in several salts (especially Gdm2SO4) have been
observed experimentally to influence the stability of a peptide, which are either stabilized
though cross strand indole-indole interactions (trpzip peptides) or backbone helical
hydrogen bonds (alanine-based helical peptides).15 Thus, the strong denaturant activity of
GdmCl on each of these classes of peptides is either completely (trpzip peptides) or
significantly (~50% for the helical peptides), attenuated in the Gdm2SO4 salt as a result of
the strong hetero-ion (Gdm+-SO42-) interaction in solution, which tie up the Gdm+ ions
and make them unavailable for binding to peptide groups.23
The current study finds that TPA2SO4 is at the other end of the scale, where there is
an absence of ion-ion interactions such that both ions interact independently with the
polypeptide surface. In this case, the effects of the ions are largely additive, which is in
the spirit of the Hofmeister series. We can, therefore, predict that not only TPACl but
also TPA2SO4 should be a strong destabilizer of trpzip peptides, since sulfate should not
suppress (via hetero-ion interactions as it does for Gdm+) the denaturating activity of
TPA+ that is predicted from the strong TPA+-indole interaction observed here.15 Likewise
TPA+ is unlikely to compete for peptide backbone hydrogen bonds, and we predict that
TPA+ should not significantly destabilize alanine-based helical peptides. Thus, even
though Gdm+ and TPA+ are next to each other in the Hofmeister series,52 they are
expected to have qualitatively different effects on the conformational stability of peptides
chosen such as to dissect specific contributions (indole-indole interactions or hydrogen
bonds) to non-covalent conformational stability in proteins. For clarity, the existing
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experimental results and predictions based on the current simulations are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3. Experiments to verify these predictions are in progress.

Peptide/primary
GdmCl
stabilization
Trpzip/crossStrong
strand
indole denaturant
interactions
Alahel/H-bond
Strong
denaturant
stabilized α-helix

Gdm2SO4

Na2SO4

No effect

No effect

50% of Gdm+
Weak non-linear
activity retained
stabilization

Table 2, The experimentally observed effects of various salts on the stability of a peptide
(trpzip) mostly stabilized by cross strand indole (hydrophobic) interactions and a peptide
mostly stabilized by hydrogen bonding (alahel).

Peptide/primary
TPACl
stabilization
Trpzip/crossStrong
strand
indole denaturant
interactions
Alahel/H-bond
Weak
denaturant/stabilizer
stabilized α-helix

TPA2SO4
Strong
denaturant
Weak
denaturant/stabilizer

Table 3, Predictions of the current study for the effects of various TPA+ salts on the
stability of the same peptides. This study predicts that TPA+ and Gdm+, which are near
each other in the Hofmeister series,52 will have strikingly different properties depending
upon the counter anion, and whether the peptide involved is mostly stabilized by cross
strand indole (hydrophobic) or H-bonding interactions.

The present results indicate that the ability of an ion to specifically compete with
hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic interactions that stabilize proteins is a significant
factor in determining the position of the ion in the Hofmeister series. At the same time,
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interactions with counter-ions can be of significant importance. These results together
with our previous calculations and experiments can be summarized to the following three
points:
1. Ion pairing can be responsible for partially or totally reversing the denaturant
potency of an ion. These experimental observations (Table 2) and testable predictions
(Table 3) serve as a measure of the veracity of the hypothesis that ion-ion interactions
play a significant role in the ordering of ions in the Hofmeister series.

If these

predictions are experimentally confirmed, then this has far-reaching implications for the
concept of Hofmeister series. Namely, a series of ions (cations or anions) loses some of
its meaning if the order of these ions changes depending on the counterion.
2. The effectivity of an ion to denaturate a protein and its position in the Hofmeister
series is a complex result of the ability of the ion to disrupt H-bonding, non-polar
interactions, and electrostatic effects that contribute to protein stability. This position
may change depending on the extent that each category of interactions stabilizes a
particular protein. While some ions such as Gdm+ possess the ability to attenuate many
or all of these interactions, the current study indicates that TPA+ competes almost
exclusively for hydrophobic interactions and is likely to be ineffective at influencing Hbonding. If confirmed experimentally, this suggest that the Hofmeister series could be
assessed in more detail as the order in which the ions appear in the series will depend on
the type of interaction stabilizing the protein in question.64
3. The degree of ion association with the protein or peptide has also consequences for
protein functionalities and salting out since the electrolyte perturbs the effective charge
of the protein. In GdmCl it was found that the melittin monomer had its effective charge
increased from +6 to +9, while in a 0.1 M solution of TPA2SO4 the effective charge of
the peptide was reduced from +6 to 0. The specific locations at which the ions interact
with the protein will affect the charge density profile of the protein. For instance in
TPA2SO4, an exposed Trp group is effectively changed from a hydrophobic group into a
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cationic group, while a cationic Arg or Lys group is effectively changed into an anionic
group due to the strong SO42- association.
The above results and predictions are schematically depicted in Table 4, which
provides a semiquantitative summary of this section.
Salt
Homo-cation pairing

Homo-anion pairing
Hetero-ion pairing
Interaction of cation
with cationic groups
(Lys, Arg)
Interaction of anion
with cationic groups
(Lys, Arg)
Interaction of cation
with anionic groups
Interaction of anion
with anionic groups
Interaction of cation
with
hydrophobic
groups
Interaction of anion
with
hydrophobic
groups

GdmCl

○○○●●

Gdm2SO4
Greatly reduced from
GdmCl.
Gdm+Gdm+ ordering due
to mediating SO42ions

TPACl

TPA2SO4

○○○○○

○○○○○

○○○○○
○○●●●
○○○●●

○○○○○
●●●●●
○○○○●

○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○

○○○○○
○○○○○
○○○○○

○○●●●

●●●●●

○○●●●

●●●●●

●●●●●
○○○○○
○○○●●

○●●●●
○○○○○
○○○○●

○○○○○
○○○○○
○●●●●

○○○○○
○○○○○
○●●●●

(particularly
with Trp)

(particularly
with Trp)

○○○○●

○○○○○

○○○○●

○○○○○

Table 4, A summary of the ion-ion and ion-protein interactions. The number of full
circles represents the strength of the particular interaction for a given salt. Those shown
in black have either been observed or implied from our previous studies, while those in
blue are predictions based on the present simulations.
Conclusions
The results from the present MD simulations of TPA2SO4 solution with the model
peptide melittin, when considered in a combination with our previous neutron scattering
and molecular dynamics studies on various Gdm+ electrolytes16,23,27, MD studies of the
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interactions of these salts with peptides,14 and biochemical experiments on the effect of
various Gdm+ and SO42- salts on the stability of model peptides,15,64,65 have far reaching
implications. In particular, these results suggest limitations of the classification of ions
within the Hofmeister series due to the effect of counterions. In particular:
1)

Hetero-ion pairing can be responsible for totally or partially inhibiting the
denaturant power of a strongly denaturing ion such as Gdm+,15 while the lack
of ion-pairing for TPA+ preserves its denaturating ability.

2)

The nature of the ion affects the mechanism by which it acts as a denaturant.
For instance TPA+ interacts strongly with indole groups and is predicted to be
good at attenuating indole-indole/ hydrophobic interactions, but is ineffective
at attenuating hydrogen bonding, while Gdm+ is effective at attenuating both.

3)

The degree to which ions bind to the protein surface changes the effective
charge of the protein and the charge profile of the protein, with implications
for protein functionality and salting out. For instance in the present study
SO42- sticks so effectively to the cationic peptides that even at 0.1m it
effectively neutralizes the 6+ charge of the peptide.
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